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BOOK OF PSALMS



> PRAYING PSALM 101 (Sing a New Song, pp.226-227)

▫ A true disciple pursues righteousness and avoids evil.
▫ Human kings fail, but the divine God does not. He always keeps 

his promises. David failed to live up to the standards he set in his 
along, which means his song points to a different king - the 
coming Messiah.

▫ Under King Jesus, righteousness is established internally as the 
Holy Spirit transforms hearts.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8FKZIz97AU&t=60




“ The adaptive unconscious is thought of...as a kind 
of giant computer that quickly and quietly 
processes the data we need in order to keep 
functioning as human beings.”

“The power of knowing, in that first two seconds, is 
not a gift given magically to a fortunate few. It is an 
ability that we can all cultivate for ourselves.”

Malcolm Gladwell, Blink (2005)



> APPROACH TO SCRIPTURE (REVIEW)

● Purpose + Perspective
● Observation
● Understanding
● Interpretation
● Application



CREATIO
N

FALL REDEMPTION RESTORATION

Where are we in the biblical metanarrative?

> Purpose





- Who wrote it?
- When was it written?
- To whom was it written?
- In what style was it written?
- Why was it written?

Source: Jen Wilkin, “Women of the Word”

> Perspective



> Observation

- Who is being addressed?

- Are there repetitions in the passage?

- Can you identify the flow and structure of the passage? 

- What connections can you make? 

- What images and/or poetic language (parallelism) is used?

- What clues do you see that tell you about tone of voice?

- What verb tenses are used?

- How are the sentences structured?

- Are there key transition words?



- Check cross-references
- Use dictionary and/or concordance
- Look at other bible translations
- Use the structure/organization as a guide
- Paraphrase the sections that you identified

> Understanding



- What does this passage teach us about God (what 
attributes are mentioned), His people, and/or life in this 
world?

- How does the author motivate the reader/audience, or 
make his appeal?

- Are there any specific instructions or commands given to 
the reader?

- Does the passage point forward to Jesus? Is the gospel 
anticipated or foreshadowed in some way?

Source: David Helm, ”One to One Bible Reading”

> Interpretation



- How does this passage challenge (or confirm) your 

understanding?

- Is there some attitude you need to change?

- How does this passage call on you to change the way you 

live?

Source: David Helm, ”One to One Bible Reading”

> Application



> NEXT YEAR: 2019

▫ Study through 1 Corinthians 

▫ Larger gathering of women

 



Holy Spirit, living Breath of God,

Breathe new life into my willing soul.

Bring the presence of the risen Lord

To renew my heart and make me whole.

Cause Your Word to come alive in me;

Give me faith for what I cannot see;

Give me passion for Your purity.

Holy Spirit, breathe new life in me.



Holy Spirit, come abide within;

May Your joy be seen in all I do—

Love enough to cover ev’ry sin

In each thought and deed and attitude,

Kindness to the greatest and the least,

Gentleness that sows the path of peace.

Turn my striving into works of grace.

Breath of God, show Christ in all I do. 
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— Words and Music by Keith Getty & Stuart Townend © 2006 Thankyou Music (admin. Worldwide at EMICMGPublishing.com excl. UK & Europe, adm. 
By Kingswaysongs a division of David C Cook tym@kingsway.co.uk).


